
Re-Tweet How To:
RT (or re-tweet) refers to spreading the word about
another twitter user’s “tweet”. The common practice is to
re-use what the previous user had said, but send it to the
people following you. If @lhodsdon posts something I’d
like to retweet, I just copy and paste what he said and put
the RT tag in the front. (ie. “RT @lhodsdon Check out the
new storytime video at http://xxxxx...”)

Reply How To:
To reply to a user’s tweet you simply hover your mouse
cursor over their tweet and press the reply button, located
on the right of their tweet. Twitter will automatically take
you to your post textbox and set up their “@username”
reply. That’s it, you’re ready to tweet a response to them
that they can track back to their post. This is a great way
to give responses and gain followers.
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Most Popular Twitter Shorthand
RT = Retweet.
PRT = Partial Retweet / Please Retweet.
@ : Reply to [username].

2nd Most Popular Twitter Shorthand
OH = Overheard.
DM = Direct Message.
BTW = By The Way
FTW = For The Win.
FTL = For The Loss.
IRL = In Real Life.

FTF = Face to Face.
IMO = In My Opinion.
BR = Best Regards.
b/c = because.
LMK = Let Me Know.
IDK = I Don’t Know.

This is an example of a post that has 3 RTs on it. @Vectips started the post
and @Sethetter RTed, then his follower, @Cameronolivier RTed again.

tinyurl.com How To:
Tinyurl.com is a web service that will shrint and re-direct
your long web addresses into a much smaller, condensed
URL. Navigate to tinyurl.com and paste in your long
URL into the test box and press ‘Make TinyURL!’. Then
highlight and copy the entire address and you’re ready to
paste it into your next tweet.


